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Direct and Indirect Measures of Stiffness and Strength Show High Heritability
in a Wind-Pollinated Radiata Pine Progeny Test in New Zealand
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Abstract
Seventy-two first-generation open-pollinated (OP) families
grown in a 12-year-old radiata pine progeny test were sampled
to evaluate the effectiveness of several destructive and nondestructive measures of stiffness. The test was located in Kinleith forest, in the central North Island of New Zealand. Five to
seven trees from each of 72 OP families were sampled for
assessing various wood properties. Indirect (FAKOPP), nondestructive (clearwood sticks), destructive (HITMAN) and surrogate (density) traits were compared with each other. The
measurements using FAKOPP were recorded on the standing
trees; stiffness (MOE) and strength (MOR) were measured on
clearwood sticks taken from standing trees; HITMAN on felled
trees, and wood density (DEN) was also measured on each tree
using discs. Diameter (DBH), branching cluster frequency (BR)
and straightness (STR) were measured on all 32 replications of
all 224 wind-pollinated families available in this trial.

The narrow-sense heritability estimates for HITMAN, MOE,
MOR, FAKOPP and DEN were 0.47, 0.53, 0.54, 0.46 and 0.70,
respectively. The genetic correlations for HITMAN: MOE,
FAKOPP: MOE, DEN: MOE, MOR: DEN and clearwood MOE:
MOR were 0.84, –0.69, 0.72, 0.88 and 0.98, respectively. The
narrow-sense heritability estimate for DBH, STR and BR were
0.10, 0.17 and 0.06, respectively. Assuming clearwood MOE as
the target trait for improving stiffness, HITMAN and DEN
were found to be best indirect traits for selection. Predicted
genetic gain from indirect selection of parents based on HITMAN and DEN was 80 and 78 percent, respectively, of that
predicted from direct selection on MOE. There was some indication that density was a better predictor of strength than of
stiffness.
Key words: Stiffness, strength, wood density, heritability, breeding
strategy, Pinus radiata
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Wood stiffness, measured in terms of its modulus of elasticity
(MOE), is the most important property of structural timber.
Low stiffness is an important limitation of timber from radiata
pine (Pinus radiata D. DON), particularly under short rotations
favoured in the interests of reducing growing costs; such rotations result in a high proportion of juvenile wood and an associated reduction in wood quality (COWN, 1999; COWN et al.,
1999).

Silvae Genetica 51, 5–6 (2002)

New Zealand has had a longstanding genetic improvement
program for radiata pine; this program has been described in
several publications (e.g. SHELBOURNE et al., 1986; JAYAWICKRAMA and CARSON, 2000). New Zealand radiata pine breeders
have been proactive in trying to improve wood quality. Wood
density was the first trait to be given emphasis (being considered a predictor of many important properties including
stiffness), and a big effort made as far back as 1975 when nearly 6,000 trees were cored in two “268” series progeny test sites
(JAYAWICKRAMA, 2001a). A High Wood Density Breed was formed in 1986. Stiffness was further elevated in the breeding programme, with a Structural Timber Breed included in the
advanced-generation breeding population (JAYAWICKRAMA and
CARSON, 2000).
Preliminary studies on small numbers of entries have shown
high heritabilities of wood stiffness, for radiata pine (e.g. SHELBOURNE, 1997; MATHESON et al., 1997) and other conifer species
(e.g. SHI et al., 1987; KOIZUMI et al., 1990; FUJISAWA et al., 1992).
There are two main reasons for further work on stiffness of
radiata pine. First, stronger estimates of genetic parameters
for stiffness, based on more entries and a broader sample, are
needed. Second, ranking highly-ranked progenies used by the
New Zealand Radiata Pine Breeding Cooperative (NZRPBC)
for stiffness was chosen as a priority in 1997 (SORENSSON, 1997)
and continues to be of high priority as expressed at a NZRPBC
Wood Quality workshop held in November 2000.
Various direct, indirect and surrogate tests can be used to
estimate wood stiffness and strength (reviewed by JAYAWICKRAMA, 2001b). First, measuring stiffness directly on large
boards would clearly give the best estimates of stiffness; however this would be very expensive for ranking genotypes, and
trees cut down for testing would no longer be available for
breeding or other work unless clonally replicated. Second,
small clear wood specimens are another option, and specimens
of 300 x 20 x 20 mm have been used routinely in New Zealand
(e.g. BIER and BRITTON, 1999). Forest Research, with funding
from the NZRPBC developed a tool (“Sticksaw”) to cut clearwood sticks of 300 x 20 x 20 mm from standing trees (JAYAWICKRAMA, 2001b). Third, we can measure stiffness indirectly
using ultrasonic sound velocity; several researchers and companies have taken this approach.
Carter Holt Harvey Forests Ltd and Fletcher Challenge
Forests Ltd, two New Zealand companies, have both developed
acoustic measurement systems for log evaluation, these being
the HITMAN and SWAT respectively (ANONYMOUS, 1999;
PARKER, 1999). In terms of progeny evaluation, both are
destructive methods since they can only be applied on cut ends
of logs. One of the few options currently available for use on
standing trees is FAKOPP, a device developed in Hungary. This
device measures the transit time of a stress wave between two
transducers (BOOKER and SORENSSON, 1999; ANONYMOUS, 2000).
Forest Research data suggests that sound velocity, measured by
the FAKOPP technique on standing trees, is correlated with
the stiffness of clearwood sticks (BOOKER and SORENSSON,
1999). Fourth, density has long been advocated as a good predictor of stiffness in radiata pine (e.g. COWN, 1999; COWN et al.,
1999).
Breeders need to test the various options available and
choose a strategy, to measure MOE, that is (i) relatively inexpensive, (ii) usable on standing trees (iii) gives repeatable
results and good heritability, and (iv) gives reading well correlated with end-product value. This paper documents a study
on stiffness testing using acoustics, clearwood sticks and
density on 72 families taken from an open-pollinated firstgeneration radiata pine progeny test in New Zealand. The

main objective of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of
various acoustic tools (FAKOPP and HITMAN) for indirect
assessment of stiffness, and compare it with direct assessment
(clearwood MOE) for improving stiffness. Inter-relationships
between wood quality traits and growth and form traits were
also investigated.
Materials and Methods
Study material
An open-pollinated (OP) progeny trial of 224 first-generation
families from the “887” series was planted in 1988 on three
sites. Parent trees for this series were selected from the New
Zealand landrace of radiata pine, growing in the central North
Island, at a selection intensity of about 1 tree per 2 ha. The
main emphasis was on growth rate, followed by stem form and
to a slight extent by tree health. The trial in Kinleith Forest in
the central North Island of New Zealand (Trial no. FR 38/2)
was chosen for this wood quality sampling; this site had moderate individual-tree heritability for diameter (0.18) and was
relatively close to the main Forest Research office. The experimental design was of randomised complete blocks with each
family represented as single-tree plots in 32 replicates. Some
details on the “887” series are given in JAYAWICKRAMA et al.
(1997) and JAYAWICKRAMA (2001a).
Direct assessment of clearwood stiffness involves three laborintensive steps: cutting the sticks in the field, machining in the
laboratory and the static-bending test. It is therefore costly to
sample many families and lots of trees per family. However
genetic parameter estimates need to be based on an adequate
sample of families to be meaningful. Funding was available to
sample about 450 trees. Assuming a heritability of 0.5 for two
traits and a genetic correlation (between the traits) of 0.6, a
simple simulation showed that sampling 70 families at seven
trees per family would provide a better (less biased) estimate of
genetic correlation than sampling 40 families at 12 trees per
family. A subset of 72 (out of 224) families was thus selected to
assess for stiffness using destructive and acoustic tools. These
72 OP families covered the following ranges for the following
traits (with 1 being the highest ranked of 224 progenies): DBH:
2 to 224, STR: 1 to 224, BR: 3 to 224, malformation score: 6 to
207, acceptability score: 1 to 224 and needle retention score 5
to 224.
Measurements
As a part of routine assessment at age 8-years, growth and
form traits, namely, diameter at breast height (DBH), branching cluster frequency score (BR) and straightness score
(STR) were measured on all 32 replications of all 224 OP families available in this trial.
Information on FAKOPP, HITMAN, MOE, MOR and DEN
was obtained from 5 to 7 offspring from each of 72 OP families.
The trees were 12 years from planting at the time of assessment of these wood properties. Details on FAKOPP procedure
are given in the FAKOPP user guide (ANONYMOUS, 2000). In
brief, two transducers were driven a few cm. into the stem and
1-meter apart, with the lower transducer about 1-meter above
the ground level. The start transducer was then tapped gently
and a reading recorded. What is measured, by use of an amplification device, is the time for the sound wave to travel from
the start transducer to the stop transducer.
Sticks were cut from the standing trees using the “Sticksaw”
built at Forest Research. Wherever possible, the slabs were
taken from the same part of the tree used for the FAKOPP
assessment. After cutting the slabs from the trees, sticks were
machined to the standard dimension of 300 x 20 x 20 mm. To
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the extent possible, the sticks were taken to include the same
growth rings in each tree, nominally centred on ring eight from
the pith. Rings six to eight have been selected as a good place
to sample wood properties, given the emphasis on improving
juvenile wood quality (SORENSSON et al., 1997). These sticks
were tested using the static bending technique (MACK, 1979) at
the Forest Research Timber Engineering laboratory.
The measurements using the HITMAN tool were taken on
the first log (5-meter length) after cutting down all the trees
that had been previously assessed for FAKOPP and clear-wood
sticks. The HITMAN tool measures the sound velocity produced by tapping the log end with a hammer. Density was measured by taking discs at breast height. The following variables
were considered for analysis:
HITMAN (velocity measurements (km per second) taken
using HITMAN tool)
MOE

(stiffness (MPa) measurements on Small-clear
sticks)

MOR

(strength (MPa) measurements on Small-clear
sticks)

FAKOPP

(transit time between two transducers using
FAKOPP tool)

DEN

(wood density (kg/m3) measurements using disc)

DBH

(diameter (mm) at breast height)

STR

(straightness score on 1–9 scale, 1 = very crooked,
9 = very straight)

BR

(branching frequency score on 1–9 scale,
1 = one whorl per year, 9 = several whorl per year).

ratio test. Best linear unbiased predictions (BLUP) of familymeans were also obtained for each trait. The correlated response in the target trait (MOE) from indirect family selection
based on acoustic measures (FAKOPP and HITMAN) was calculated following FALCONDER and MACKAY (1996). Estimates of
phenotypic correlations at the individual-tree level were obtained by using SAS PROC CORR (SAS INSTITUTE INC., 1988).
Results
The summary statistics of predicted (BLUP) family means
for all traits are shown in Table 1. The average MOE, MOR
and DEN were 6334.26 MPa, 62.53 MPa and 351.99 kg/m3 with
coefficient of variation 6.55, 4.43 and 2.07 percent, respectively.
The coefficient of variation for HITMAN, FAKOPP, DBH, STR
and BR were 2.44, 2.93, 2.21, 5.19 and 6.48 percent respectively. Predicted range of MOE and MOR, at the family-mean level,
were 5272.38 to 7369.02 MPa and 56.11 to 69.75 MPa respectively. The variation (e.g. range and coefficient of variation) in
predicted family-means was lesser than the observed familymeans (results not shown) for all traits. It could be because
BLUP of family means are regressed or shrunken towards the
mean and also because part of the variation in the observed
family means is due to sampling and environmental variances
(WHITE and HODGE, 1989). The variation among BLUP of individual tree values was almost twice (results not shown) of that
among BLUP of family-means for all traits.
Table 1. – Summary statistics of BLUP of family-means obtained from a
sample size of 72 open-pollinated families for different traits.

Data analysis
The following linear model was used for analysis of each
trait:
Phenotype = mean + replication + family + error

(1)

In this model, replication, family and the error effects were
assumed as random effects. For multivariate analysis, there
are assumed to be f groups (OP families) each of size n (number
of offspring per half-sib family), and p traits are recorded on
each individual. It was further assumed that the observations
are multivariate normally distributed with among- and withingroup effects independent of each other. REML estimates of
genetic and environmental variance-covariance were obtained
through iterative process using multivariate analysis in
ASREML software (GILMOUR et al., 1997). Estimates of individual-tree heritability (ĥ2) and genetic correlation (r̂g) were
obtained as:
ĥ2 = 4 σ̂ 2f /(σ̂ 2f + σ̂ 2e )

(2)

r̂g = σ̂ xy/

(3)


σ̂ 2x × σ̂ 2y

where σ̂ 2f and σ̂ 2e are the estimated among-family and
within-family variance components, respectively, for a given
trait; σ̂xy is estimated additive genetic covariance between two
traits; σ̂ 2x and σ̂ 2y are estimated additive genetic variance for
two traits. Estimates of genetic correlation among all traits
(HITMAN, FAKOPP, MOE, MOR, DEN, DBH, STR, and BR)
were obtained using information from 72 open-pollinated families with 5 to 7 offspring each, measured for all these traits. As
the information on DBH, STR and BR was available on all
families in this trial (224 families with 32 offspring each), estimates of genetic parameters for these three traits were also
obtained using complete data set. Estimates of standard errors
of heritability and genetic correlation estimates were obtained
using ASREML software. Significance of the differences among
family effects (assumed random) was tested using likelihood
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Estimates of phenotypic correlations among all traits, at the
individual-tree level, are given in Table 2. The correlation
coefficients of MOE with FAKOPP, MOR, HITMAN and DEN
were –0.47, 0.89, 0.59 and 0.35, respectively. The extent of correlation between density (DEN) and MOE (0.35) was lesser
than that between DEN and HITMAN (0.48). Estimated correlation between DEN and MOR was 0.51 (Table 2). In general,
growth and form traits showed weak phenotypic correlations
with all wood quality traits measured in this study. Estimated
phenotypic correlation between DBH and DEN was –0.21. The
correlation coefficient of DBH with STR and BR was 0.11 and
0.25 respectively.
Estimates of genetic correlation, along with their estimated
standard error are shown in Table 3. In general, very high
genetic correlations were observed among direct, acoustic and
surrogate measures of stiffness. Wood density was found highly
correlated with various measures of stiffness and strength.

Table 2. – Observed phenotypic correlations at the individual-tree level.

Table 4. – Estimates of individual-tree heritabilities
(h2) and their standard errors (SE). Test of significance
for h2 is shown using p-values from likelihood ratio
test.

Table 3. – Estimates of genetic correlations between pairs of variables,
based on a sample size of 72 half-sib families. Estimates of standard
errors are given in parentheses.

Discussion

Estimated genetic correlation of MOE with HITMAN,
FAKOPP, DEN and MOR was 0.84, –0.69, 0.72 and 0.98 respectively. DEN showed high positive genetic correlation with
MOE (0.72) and MOR (0.88). Estimates of standard errors of
correlations among various wood property traits varied from
0.03 (for MOE and MOR) to 0.23 (for DEN and FAKOPP).
Estimated genetic correlations among wood property traits
and growth and form traits (Table 3) were generally higher
than the corresponding phenotypic correlations among these
traits. Estimated genetic correlation between DBH and STR,
DBH and BR, and STR and BR were 0.26, –0.62 and –0.86 with
standard error of 0.75, 1.58 and 1.44 respectively. The corresponding estimates of genetic correlations among DBH, STR
and BR obtained from complete data set (224 families with 32
replications each) were 0.03, 0.28 and 0.24 respectively.
Results from the test of significance for family effects
(assumed random) obtained using likelihood ratio test are
shown in Table 4. A significant (p ≤ 0.0005) difference among
family effects was found for all traits except DBH, STR and
BR. This shows the ability of direct and acoustic methods to
differentiate among families for stiffness. Estimates of individual-tree heritability, along with estimated standard error, are
also shown in Table 4. Individual-tree heritability estimates for
HITMAN, FAKOPP, MOR, MOE and DEN were 0.47, 0.46,
0.54, 0.53 and 0.70, respectively. Heritability estimates for
DBH, STR and BR were 0.10, 0.17 and 0.06 with standard
error of 0.13, 0.14 and 0.13 respectively. Analysis of complete
data set (224 families with 32 offspring each) revealed heritability estimates as 0.18, 0.22 and 0.29 with standard error of
0.03, 0.03 and 0.04 for DBH, STR and BR respectively.

The high correlations between MOE and MOR are consistent
with previous studies (e.g. COWN et al., 1999). There was some
indication that density was a better predictor of strength
(MOR) than of stiffness (MOE). The same was reported for
radiata pine by COWN et al. (1999), at both the within-tree and
between-tree level, for juvenile and for mature wood. Genetic
correlation of HITMAN and FAKOPP with stiffness (MOE) was
0.84 and –0.69 respectively. This suggests that these acoustic
tools could be used for indirect assessment of stiffness in radiata pine progeny trials.
There is little information reported on genetic correlations
between some wood properties (like, MOE and MOR) and
growth and form traits (like, DBH, STR and BR). In this study,
some of the estimated genetic correlations, for example: correlation between DBH and DEN (–0.97) was much higher than
previously reported (e.g. BURDON and LOW, 1992; JAYAWICKRAMA, 2001a). High standard error estimates of genetic correlations indicated the poor precision of some estimated correlations in this study. Genetic correlations among growth and
form traits obtained from a sub-sample (72 open-pollinated
families with 5 to 7 offspring each) were quite different from
those obtained from complete data set (224 open-pollinated
with 32 offspring each). Estimated genetic correlations among
DBH, STR and BR obtained from complete data set from this
trial were similar to those reported from a synthesis of results
from a number of progeny trials (JAYAWICKRAMA, 2001a).
Results obtained in this study indicated that small sample
size, particularly within-family size (for example, 5 to 7
offspring per family), might not provide reliable estimates of
genetic correlations among growth and form traits and wood
quality traits in radiata pine. Further studies would be required for better understanding of inter-relationship of various
wood properties and growth and form traits. Negative genetic
correlation among stiffness and growth suggests that large
simultaneous gain cannot be achieved in these traits. However,
various index selection procedures can be used to maximise
genetic gain in wood quality traits while avoiding loss in
growth and form traits.
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Table 5. – Predicted genetic gain in target trait (MOE) via indirect family
selection on HITMAN, DEN, and FAKOPP. Genetic correlation (rg) of
MOE with other traits, family-mean repeatability (h2f) for each trait is
also shown. Selection intensity was assumed to be 1.

and NZ Forest Products Ltd (Carter Holt Harvey). TONY SHELBOURNE
and CHARLES SORENSSON both championed stiffness testing as priorities
in the radiata pine genetic improvement program. CHARLES SORENSSON
and IAN MCELROY played key roles in developing the “Sticksaw” BOB
BRITTON supervised the MOE and MOR tests. ROLF BOOKER was
generous in his help and advice. We thank Carter Holt Harvey Forests
Ltd for giving access to the HITMAN tool. The New Zealand Radiata
Pine Breeding Cooperative and the Foundation for Research Science
and Technology, New Zealand funded this work. We thank Dr. MIKE
CARSON for providing valuable suggestions on this paper.
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Forest Research is not promoting or advertising either the HITMAN
or the FAKOPP tool.
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Significant family differences along with high heritability of
MOE indicated the extent of genetic variation and the possibility of improving stiffness by making family selections based on
MOE. Some forest growers in New Zealand are using HITMAN
to segregate logs for stiffness. Genetic correlation of HITMAN
with MOE was 0.84, which was higher than that of FAKOPP
and DEN with MOE (–0.69 and 0.72 respectively). Thus,
acoustic tool like HITMAN or a surrogate trait like DEN could
successfully be used as indirect traits for improving MOE in
radiata pine. The need to cut the trees down is a disadvantage
for HITMAN unless the test needs to be thinned or unless
extra replicates were planted to allow felling. Both DEN and
FAKOPP would also offer non-destructive indirect measures for
ranking families for MOE, but DEN might be more attractive
as it is less costly to measure and also is a highly heritable
trait.
Predicted genetic gain in target trait (MOE) from indirect
selection of parents based on HITMAN, DEN and FAKOPP are
shown in Table 5. Results showed that indirect family selection
based on HITMAN and DEN would give 80 and 78 percent,
respectively, of the gain that predicted from direct selection on
the target trait. FAKOPP was found to be least effective tool for
indirect selection. This is because of the relatively poor genetic
correlation of FAKOPP with the target trait. DEN can also be
shown as best indirect trait for improving MOR as it has very
high genetic correlation with MOR.
Some important future questions are: (i) how clearwood
MOE, FAKOPP, HITMAN and DEN correlate with whole-tree
stiffness, or overall juvenile-wood stiffness (whichever is the
final goal of selection); (ii) site × family interaction for these
traits; (iii) the relative economic weights to attach to stiffness,
density, growth and form, both in the breeding and production
populations.
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Abstract

Introduction

One of the main attractions of Marker-Aided Selection
(MAS) in tree breeding is its potential for early selection
through juvenile traits as Marker-Aided Early Selection
(MAES). The theoretical advantages of incorporating molecular
markers into early selection in tree breeding are examined.
Equations were derived to answer the following questions: (1)
how effective is the use of markers for early selection relative
to conventional late (mature) selection? (2) what is the efficiency of using markers for early selection relative to early selection based on morphological traits? (3) how effective is incorporating markers into an early selection index relative to an
early selection index based on morphological traits alone? (4)
what are the efficiencies when MAS is used only for withinfamily selection in the combined family and within family
selection approach, relative to selection using combined family
and within family phenotypic information alone? and (5) how
effective is selection when MAES is used for within-family
selection only in the combined family and within family early
selection approach, relative to early selection using combined
family and within family phenotypic information alone? These
equations could be used to compare relative efficiencies of
MAES and QAES (QTL-Aided Early Selection) relative to
traditional phenotypic selection in breeding programs. For
Marker-Aided Early Selection or QTL-Aided Early Selection to
be applicable in tree breeding populations, it may be necessary
to demonstrate that efficiency from MAES or QAES is higher
than efficiency of early selection using less expensive early
phenotypic traits. Furthermore, the relative efficiency of MAES
or QAES is higher when genetic correlation of early-mature
trait and/or heritability of the early trait is lower and is less for
full-sib family than for half-sib family selection.

The construction of genetic linkage maps using molecular
markers and detection of quantitative trait loci (QTL) has been
an exciting research area in forest genetics in recent years.
Following the publication of restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) linkage map in humans (BOSTEIN et al.,
1980) and tomato (BERNATZKY and TANKSLEY, 1986), genetic
linkage maps based on RFLP markers were published for
loblolly pine, Pinus taeda (DEVEY et al., 1994), and based on
random amplified polymorphism DNA (RAPD) markers in
eucalypts (GRATTAPAGLIA and SEDEROFF, 1994). Since then,
molecular (DNA) linkage maps have been constructed or are
under construction for many important timber and pulping
species (NEALE and SEDEROFF, 1991; NEALE and HARRY, 1994;
SEWELL and NEALE, 2000; TEMESGEN et al., 2001). Major QTLs
in crops have been identified using molecular markers, first in
maize (EDWARDS et al., 1987 and STUBER et al., 1987) and
tomato (PATERSON et al., 1988), followed by numerous other
crop species (O’BRIEN, 1993; TANKSLEY, 1993) and for virtually
all agronomically important traits (e.g. drought and salt
resistance, seed hardness and size, plant biomass, size, and
maturity, disease resistance, oil and protein content, fecundity,
et al.) (YOUNG, 1999). In forest tree species, significant QTLs
have been detected in vegetative propagation traits (GRATTAPAGLIA et al., 1995; MARQUES et al., 1999), crown form (HARFOUCHE et al., 2000), early growth (BRADSHAW and STETTLER,
1995; VERHAEGEN et al., 1997; EMEBIRI et al., 1998), wood quality
traits (GROVER et al., 1994; GRATTAPAGLIA et al., 1996; KNOTT et
al., 1997; NEALE et al., 1997; SEWELL et al., 2000; KURANMOTO et
al., 2000), biotic and abiotic resistance (KUBISIAK et al., 2000;
SKOV and WELLENDORF, 2000).

Key words: Marker-Aided Selection, Marker-Aided Early Selection,
Early Selection, Genetic Gain, Index Selection.
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With potentially unlimited DNA markers available to tree
species, forest geneticists soon began to believe that markeraided selection (MAS) may become a reality (STRAUSS et al.,
1992). The possibility of selecting desirable trees based on
genotypes rather than phenotypes and to select elite breeding
trees in the seedling stage (very early selection) was extremely
261

